CRYPTIC CROSSWORD #10
by Trip Payne

ACROSS
1 Motorboat finally leaves harbor if sent back by army general (14)
9 Unyielding worker follows opening of Aswan Dam (7)
10 Female included in nudist affair (7)
11 British assemblage comes together, withdrawing chemical weapon (5, 4)
12 Onlooker has finally witnessed religious feast (5)
13 Not one working concept (6)
14 Endless question about someone from South America having a million sales (8)
17 Clumsy giant has run into trouble (3, 1, 4)
19 Alternative article is put into noise decree (6)
21 Searching uncovered people who might be dangerous (5)
22 Storm out of a music group performing live (7)
23 First off, divvied up parts for leaders in the shop previously referred to (14)
24 The commercials involving a coffee server get people's attention (4, 5)
16 Criticize perfect limousine feature (3, 5)
18 Sort of vibration affected elm root (7)
20 Land camera I misplaced (7)
21 Rub me the wrong way, lying about the first element (6)
23 Brought back tired old fitness routine (3-2)

DOWN
1 Crosses liqueur with bit of bourbon found in stockpile (5, 2, 3, 4)
2 Trying to lose weight? Eat in, do exercises (2, 1, 4)
3 Expressions of gratitude for us having monogrammed accessory (5-4)
4 Quaint roses covering up openings (6)
5 Really enjoyed one fleeting touch within corridor (3, 1, 4)
6 Searches uncovered people who might be dangerous (5)
7 Storm out of a music group performing live (7)
8 First off, divvied up parts for leaders in the shop previously referred to (14)
15 The commercials involving a coffee server get people's attention (4, 5)
16 Criticize perfect limousine feature (3, 5)
18 Sort of vibration affected elm root (7)
20 Land camera I misplaced (7)
21 Rub me the wrong way, lying about the first element (6)
23 Brought back tired old fitness routine (3-2)
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